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New Features Highlights
New features include the addition of the basinINTEL dataset into geoSCOUT to 
expedite production forecasting workflows; prebuilt data analytics dashboards to speed 
analysis and decision-making; improved document access and management tools; and 
new Alberta production data including flaring, venting and shut-in well data to help 
manage ESG risk and other challenges.

Version 8.19

Engineers, financial analysts and other professionals 
needing a realistic view of future well performance 
are now able to see model-generated estimated 
ultimate recovery (EUR) and forecasts for any well in 
the production database, directly in the Production 
Analysis Module of geoSCOUT using basinINTEL.

Integrating forecasts directly within geoSCOUT 
allows basinINTEL subscribers to use this data 
effectively without needing a separate third-party 
product to view and manipulate the data.

basinINTEL well forecasts can be plotted and 
charted for individual wells or groups of wells, listing 
reports generated, and the data can be exported for further analysis. Existing and new basinINTEL subscribers can 
see percentiles P10, 30, 50, 70, and 90 for 30-year forecasts. Users can include gas or oil as monthly or calendar 
daily average volumes for all or specific percentiles. Enabling a forecast will also create a basinINTEL Forecast 
pop-up in the chart that displays production to date, remaining recovery, and the EUR and annual forecast decline 
rate at each percentile. Non-basinINTEL subscribers will only have the option to display P50 for five years. 

basinINTEL Forecasts
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New and current geoSCOUT data analytics users 
can get a head start on building out their virtual 
workspace to help visualize complex oil and gas 
data using new pre-built workspace templates 
(dashboards).

Users can select from a list of dashboards created 
with input from subject matter experts to immediately 
start their analysis and build charts to visualize data, 
enabling them to quickly gain insights and improve 
decision-making.

Opening a dashboard pulls data from current 
selected wells and populates data into a listing 
report (pre-grouped) and into relevant charts. Users 
can then filter data within the listing report, as 
well as adjust chart options to refine their display. 
Customized dashboards can be saved as personal 
workspace templates.

Data Analytics Dashboards
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New Alberta non-sales production volumes including 
vented, flared, fuel, disposition, receipt and royalty 
volumes are now included in the Production Analysis 
Module. This data can be viewed as monthly and 
cumulative volumes, and added to charts and 
listings. Users can also search, export, post and 
contour this data.

The addition of the non-sales production volumes 
provides users with a complete picture of a well’s 
activities and lifecycle, especially vented and flared 
activities. It helps support ESG goals by providing 
users with an asset-level accounting of emissions by 
company, pool, field or area.

Alberta shut-in well data is also now included in 
the Production Analysis Module. Users can identify 
wells that are on production (not suspended or 
inactive) and are tied to an active facility but have 
gone at least one full month since last producing. 
geoSCOUT users will be able to view this data as a 
new production data activity type in the Production 
Analysis Module. There will also be a flag in the Well 
Ticket’s header identifying it as a shut-in well, along 
with the number of months it has been shut in.

New Alberta Production Data
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geoLOGIC’s popular qFind Module has been 
modernized to enable users to quickly explore the 
vast document database for specific documents and 
download them efficiently. 

Users are now able to launch the qFind Module by 
selected wells or by screen and toggle between the 
two retrieval types within the module. The module 
will open the documents into a listing report. In the 
listing report, users will be able to use groupings, 
filters, and sort on multiple columns for insights, 
including: 

• Grouping documents by type and subtype, 
proprietary and public

• Filtering for keywords within the filename
• Viewing the most recently added documents  

by type
• Opening the Well Ticket to a specific well

Users can create listing report templates or use 
pre-built geoSCOUT templates, export and print the 
listing, and view statistics within the status bar.

When saving documents, users can now add multiple 
documents at a time to a queue, which downloads 
the selected documents in consecutive order. The 
queue is limited to 100 wells.

Enhanced Document Access & Management
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Email Solutions@geoLOGIC.com, or call us at 403.648.1700 for more information.

Commit to excellence, while 
remaining efficient. 
Upgrade to geoSCOUT Version 8.19 today! 

geoLOGIC has added new Saskatchewan subsurface 
mineral landsale data to support non-hydrocarbon 
producers or oil and gas operators looking for 
alternative exploration opportunities. 

Saskatchewan sub-surface mineral landsales are 
non-oil-and gas-related sales for minerals such as 
potash, helium or lithium. Data can be accessed 
in a similar fashion to oil and gas landsale data in 
geoSCOUT.

New Energy Evolution Dataset
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